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1 Audit Opinion     

We have completed the audit of the financial statements of the Municipality of Malisheva for the 

year ended on 31 December 2021 in accordance with the Law on the National Audit Office of the 

Republic of Kosovo and International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAIs). The audit was 

mainly conducted to enable us to express an opinion the financial statements and conclusion on 

compliance with authorities1. 

Qualified Opinion on Annual Financial Statements 

We have audited the annual financial statements of the Municipality of Malisheva, which comprise 

the statement of cash receipts and payments; budget execution report; and explanatory notes to 

financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies and other reports2, for 

the year ended as at 31 December 2021. 

In our opinion, except for the impact of the matters described in the Basis for the Qualified Opinion 

section of our report, the annual financial statements of the Municipality of Malisheva give a true 

and fair view in all material respects, in accordance with International Public Sector Accounting 

Standards under cash basis of accounting. 

Basis for the Qualified Opinion  

A1 In the Annual Financial Statements (AFS), Article 19 - Report on non-financial assets - the 

Municipality of Malisheva has not presented capital assets of €3,970,002 purchased during 

2021.  

 Assets under €1,000 were not recorded in the e-assets system, the amount of which was 

€211,610.  

B1 As a result of inadequate depreciation rates applied, assets were understated by €129,146. 

Recording of assets as ongoing investments, although they were in use, has resulted in 

overstatement of assets by €101,894. Recording of assets in the Municipality’s accounting 

registers, which were not under its management and ownership, has resulted in 

overstatement of assets by €75,796.  

For more details, see sub – chapter 2.1 Issues with impact on audit opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s 

Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. NAO is independent 

                                                      
1 Compliance with authorities – compliance with all the public sector laws, rules, regulations, and relevant standards and 

good practices 
2 Other reports are required under Article 8 of Regulation no.01/2017 on Annual Financial Report 
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from the auditee in accordance with INTOSAI-P-10, ISSAI 130, NAO Code of Ethics, and other 

requirements relevant to our audit of the budget organisations’ AFS.  We believe that the audit 

evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

Audit Conclusion on Compliance 

We have also audited whether the processes and underlying transactions have been in compliance 

with the established audit criteria arising from the legislation applicable for the auditee as regards 

making use of financial resources. 

In our opinion, except for the matters described in the Basis for Compliance Conclusion section, 

transactions carried out in the process of execution of Municipality of Malisheva’s budget have been, 

in all material respects, in compliance with the established audit criteria arising from the legislation 

applicable for the auditee as regards making use of financial resources. 

Basis for the Conclusion 

B2 During the examination of outstanding liabilities, we found that six invoices of an aggregate 

amount of €199,707 were not reported in the monthly report of outstanding liabilities. We 

found lack of invoices in six monthly reports on liabilities. In addition, seven invoices of an 

aggregate amount of €239,538 were not paid within the statutory deadline of 30 days. Delays 

ranged from 12 to 222 days.        

B3 In 19 payments of €517,935 in total, the Municipality used the projects funds for purposes 

other than the ones they had been planned for. It did not apply the procedures and criteria 

for reallocation of budget appropriations from one capital project to another either.  

For more details, see sub – chapter 2.2 Issues with impact on compliance conclusion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s 

Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. NAO is independent 

from the auditee in accordance with INTOSAI-P 10, ISSAI 130, NAO Code of Ethics, and other 

requirements relevant to our audit of the budget organisations’ AFS.  We believe that the audit 

evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our conclusion.  

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Annual Financial 

Statements 

The Mayor is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements in 

accordance with the International Public Sector Accounting Standards – Financial reporting under 

the cash basis of accounting. In addition, the Mayor is responsible for establishing internal controls 

which he determines are necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free 

from material misstatements, whether due to fraud or error. This includes the fulfilment of 
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requirements of the Law no.03/L-048 on Public Finance Management and Accountability and 

Regulation no.01/2017 on Annual Financial Reporting of Budget Organisations.       

The Mayor is responsible to ensure the oversight of the Municipality of Malisheva’s financial 

reporting process. 

Management’s Responsibility for Compliance 

The Management of Municipality of Malisheva’s is also responsible for the use of the Municipality’s 

financial resources in compliance with the Law on Public Financial Management and Accountability, 

and all other applicable rules and regulations.3 

Auditor General’s Responsibility for the audit of AFS  

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 

are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 

that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee 

that an audit conducted in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect a material misstatement when 

it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or 

in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 

taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

Our objective is also to express an audit opinion on compliance of respective authorities of the 

Municipality of Malisheva with the established audit criteria arising from the legislation applicable 

for the auditee as regards making use of financial resources. 

As part of an audit in accordance with the Law on NAO and ISSAIs, we exercise professional judgment 

and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also: 

 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 

due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 

obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one 

resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 

misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 Identify and assess the risks of non-compliance with authorities, whether due to fraud or 

error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit 

evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion on compliance 

with authorities. The risk of not detecting an incidence of non-compliance with authorities 

resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve 

                                                      
3 Collectively referred to as compliance with authorities 
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collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal 

control. 

 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 

an opinion on the effectiveness of the Municipality of Malisheva’s internal control. 

 Assess the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 

accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management. 

 Assess the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including 

the disclosures, and whether the financial statements give a true and fair view of the 

underlying transactions and events. 

We communicate with management and those charged with governance regarding, among other 

matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any 

significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit. 

From the matters communicated with management, we determine those matters that were of most 

significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key 

audit matters. The audit report is published on the NAO’s website, except for information classified 

as sensitive or other legal or administrative prohibitions in accordance with applicable legislation. 
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2 Findings and recommendations  

During the audit, we have identified areas of possible improvement, including internal control, which 

are presented below for your consideration in the form of findings and recommendations. Significant 

shortcomings have been found in important financial areas such as: the process of paying from other 

projects; processing of payments; receivables; recording of non-financial assets; and management 

of liabilities which are presented below for your consideration in the form of findings and 

recommendations. Shortcomings have also been found in the Municipality’s reporting process, 

which have occurred during the preparation of the AFS. That latter contained errors which we found 

during the audit and following our suggestions the possible errors have been rectified. These 

findings and recommendations are intended to make the needed corrections to the financial 

information presented in the financial statements, including the disclosures in the form of 

explanatory notes and to improve internal controls over financial reporting and compliance with 

authorities regarding the management of public finances. We will follow up these recommendations 

during the next year’s audit.  

This report comprises nine (9) recommendations, of which five (5) are new recommendations and 

four (4) have been repeated. 

For the status of previous year’s recommendations and the extent of their implementation see 

Chapter 4. 

2.1 Issues with impact on compliance conclusion  

Issue A1 -  Failure to record non-financial capital assets purchased during the year  

Finding  MoF Regulation no.02/2013 on Management of Non-Financial Assets by 

Budget Organizations, Article 6.1 stipulates that each budget organization 

shall put in place and update a register of non-financial assets under its 

management. The register should be maintained separately for each property 

and summarized according to the classified categories based on the chart of 

accounts. 

The Municipality of Malisheva did not present in the AFS, Article 19, the assets 

purchased during 2021, on which it spent €3,970,002. In addition, assets 

under €1,000 were not recorded in the e-assets system during the last three 

years (2019-2021), the original purchase value of which was €211,610.  

Failure to record the assets in KFMIS and e-assets system throughout the year 

was due to the lack of responsible officers and the dysfunctional e-assets 

system.   

Impact This has led to understatement of the Municipality’s assets for the same value, 

thus resulting in untrue presentation in the AFS. 
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Recommendation A1 The Mayor should strengthen internal controls over the non-financial 

assets management by assuring that all assets are recorded in the assets 

register, thus creating complete and accurate assets registers.  

Auditee Management’s response: Do not agree  

For more see Annex 1 

Issue B1 – Poor management of non-financial assets  

Finding  MF Regulation no.02/2013 on the Management of Non-financial Assets by 

Budget Organisations sets forth the standard procedures for the 

documentation, preservation and alienation of non-financial assets, accurate 

maintenance of data on non-financial assets through systematic maintenance 

of the Register of Non- Financial Capital Assets.  
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While testing non-financial capital assets over €1,000, we identified that the 

following depreciation rates have not been applied4:   

- In four (4) cases were applied inadequate depreciation rates which has 

led to untrue presentation of the value of assets, with an 

understatement of €129,146;  

- In ten (10) cases, the assets were recorded in the books as ongoing 

investments. As a result, depreciation costs were not accounted for 

although these assets have been in use from 2006 to 2016. This has led 

to untrue presentation of the assets net value, with an overstatement 

of €101,894; and  

                                                      
4 "Residential buildings" in the amount of €3,907 was a supply of construction material to help build houses to families in 

poor social situations, and "Supply of agricultural machinery to farmers" do not meet the requirements to be recorded 

as Municipal assets. "Opening of Piezometer wells (co-financing of the Municipality with RWC Hidroregjioni 49% and 

51%)". This according to the co-financing agreement should be property of the RWC and not the Municipality’s. “Primary 

school in Malisheva”, depreciation started after 6 years from being used, thus understating its useful life by 6 years. 

“Construction of the wing of the primary school in Banjë” was recorded as ongoing investment. Consequently it was not 

depreciated for 5 years. "Asphalting of roads in the villages of Malisheva", was recorded Mobile, thus calculating 

depreciation for the useful life for 6 years rather than for 20 years as it should be. "Asphalting of local roads in the villages 

of Malisheva" was recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 6 years. “Kamshtëpizë Cemetery of 

Martyrs” was recorded as ongoing investment. As a result it was not depreciated for 15 years. "Supply with inventory for 

primary and secondary schools" was recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 6 years. "Supply 

with furniture" was recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 5 years. "Supply of furniture for 

schools" was recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 5 years. "Maintenance of local roads" was 

recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 5 years. "Works in the sports field in Senik school-

Llapqevë" was recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 5 years. "Regulation of the kindergarten 

yard" was recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 5 years. “Renovation of sh, p. Mirushë” was 

recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 5 years. "Asphalting of roads in the villages of Malisheva" 

was recorded as ongoing investment, thus it was not depreciated for 5 years. 
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- In three (3) cases, the Municipality recorded in the books capital assets 

which did not meet the requirements for being recorded as 

Municipality’s assets. These assets related to: construction material to 

support the construction of houses to families in poor social situations; 

supply with agriculture machinery to farmers; and co-financing with 

the Regional Watersupply Company Hidroregjioni Jugor for the 

opening of wells. This has resulted in an overstatement of assets in the 

assets register by €75,796.  

This occurred as a result of insufficient internal controls over the management 

of non-financial assets and the lack of an assets officer all year around.  

Impact This has led to the untrue presentation of the net value of assets in the books 

which has resulted in untrue presentation of the assets item in the annual 

financial statements as well.  

Recommendation B1  The Mayor should strengthen internal controls over non-financial assets 

management by ensuring that all assets are checked as to whether they are 

recorded in the respective categories; adequate depreciation rates are 

applied; and that the assets register is accurate and complete.  

Auditee Management’s response: Agree  

 

2.2 Issues with impact on compliance conclusion   

Issue B2 – Poor management of reporting of liabilities and spending on enforcement 

procedures   

Finding  MF Regulation no.02/2013 on reporting of outstanding liabilities by budget 

organisations, Article 5, stipulates that all budget organisations must report 

their outstanding liabilities to the Ministry of Finance/Treasury on a monthly 

basis. Law no.03/L-048 on PFMA, Article 39.1, stipulates that the CFA of the 

budget organisation is responsible for ensuring that the each valid invoice 

received is paid within thirty (30) calendar days of being received.  

During the examination of monthly reports on outstanding liabilities reported 

to the MFLT, we found that six (6) invoices of an aggregate amount of 

€199,707 were not included in the monthly reports on outstanding liabilities. 

Thus, the reporting of such liabilities was incomplete and untrue.  
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While testing whether the received invoices were paid within the statutory 

deadline of 30 days, we found that seven (7) invoices5 of an aggregate amount 

of €239,538 were paid in delays, ranging from 12 to 222 days.  

Moreover, based on enforcement/court decisions, Treasury paid a total of 

€1,298,474 from the Municipality’s budget. The Municipality was unable to 

provide us with evidence on the amounts spent for the principal, interest, and 

enforcement fee.     

Incomplete monthly reporting on liabilities was due to dysfunctional internal 

controls, whilst failure to pay liabilities within the statutory deadline was due 

to poor budget planning and untimely allocation and commitment of funds. 

Impact Incomplete reporting on outstanding liabilities and delayed execution of 

payments may lead the Municipality to suffering extra costs incurred from 

court/enforcement decisions as a result of lawsuits filed by the economic 

operators.  

Recommendation B2   The Mayor should strengthen internal controls by enhancing regular 

monitoring and verification of reports on outstanding liabilities and ensure 

that all invoices are paid within the statutory deadline.  

Auditee Management’s response: Agree 

  

                                                      
5 The invoice of €8,185 received on 04.11.2020 was paid on 14.07.2021; Invoice of €61,530 received on 19.11.2020 was paid 

(one part of it) €37,136 on 15.07.2021; Invoice of €34,178 received on 08.12.2020 was paid on 13.07.2021; Invoice of 

€57,856 received on 02.12.2020 was paid (one part of it) €19,670 on 15.07.2021; Invoice of €38,186 received on 02.12.2020 

was paid on 03.08.2021; Invoice of €20,564 received on 29.04.2021 was paid on 12.07.2021; and Invoice of €81,619 

received on 27.05.2021 was paid on 08.07.2021.  
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Issue B3 – Execution of payments for certain projects from the budget of other projects  

Finding  Law no.07/L-041 05 on budget appropriations for year 2021, Article 17.10, 

stipulates that changes in budget allocations for existing projects or 

replacement of municipal capital projects must be approved in advance by 

the Municipal Assembly. 

The Minister may, if provided with valid justifications by the head of the 

budget organisation, authorise the transfer of allocated funds from one 

capital project to another within the same sub-program of that budget 

organisation. Reallocations must be performed in accordance with the 

procedures and criteria provided by the MF Administrative Instruction 

no.05/2019 on the procedures of transfer and reallocation of budget 

appropriations.  

In 19 payments of an aggregate amount of €517,935, we found that the 

Municipality used the projects funds for purposes other than the ones they 

had been planned for without applying the procedures and criteria for the 

transfer and reallocation of budget appropriations from one project to 

another. These projects were for: asphalting of the rural roads; construction 

of sewerage; construction of water supply; paving of roads with cobblestones; 

construction of public lightning; and construction of the infrastructure along 

the Mirusha River, bridge-to-the-transit-road segment     

This occurred due to entry into public contracts without having sufficient 

funds on certain projects, and spending of funds on certain projects for 

making payments based on court decisions.  

Impact This leads to untrue presentations in the physical and financial progress 

reports and may result in incorrect future budgeting which also leads to the 

possibility of having other invoices paid with delays.   

Recommendation B3   The Mayor should ensure execution of payments for capital investments is 

made, in all instances, in compliance with respective codes of the projects and 

the amount approved in the Law on budget appropriations. Should the need 

to change the amounts or projects arise, prior approval of the Municipal 

Assembly should be sought.  

Auditee Management’s response: Agree 
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2.3 Other financial management and compliance issues  

2.3.1 Internal Controls over financial reporting  

Issue A2 – Misclassification of expenditures   

Finding  MoF Financial Rule no.01/2013 on Public Funds Expenditure, Article 18.3, 

stipulates that expenditures should have the adequate codes, as defined 

under the Administrative Instruction on the Chart of Accounts. The Chart of 

Accounts sets forth the respective codes and categories of expenditures that 

the budget organisations should apply.  

From the two tested samples, we found that the payments of €33,250 made 

based on court/enforcement decisions were misclassified as a result of failure 

to pay the financial liabilities on time. The payments were made from the 

category of Goods and Services while belonging to the category of Capital 

Investments.  

In addition, a total of €40,043 was paid from the category of Goods and 

Services while belonging to the category of Subsidies. These payments were 

made for: funeral services, supply with food packages to the families in need, 

and to the municipal organisation of pensioners and disabled workers.  

One payment of €15,000 made for supply with agriculture machinery, which 

were granted to the farmers as a subsidy, was executed from the category of 

Capital Investments while belonging to the category of Subsidies and 

Transfers.  

Misclassification of expenditures have occurred as a result of court decisions 

for failure to pay liabilities to economic operators in time; lack of funds in the 

category of subsidies; and poor planning of projects under the budget codes 

set out in the Law on Budget Appropriations for year 2021.       

Impact Payments made from inadequate economic categories lead to 

misclassification of expenditures in the AFS of the Municipality, thus giving 

untrue information to the users of the AFS. On the other hand, payments 

made based on court decisions, lead the Municipality to suffering additional 

costs thereof.     

Recommendation A2 The Mayor should ensure that expenditures are planned under the 

adequate budget categories and that the payments are recorded in the 

respective economic codes in line with the Chart of Accounts approved by 

Treasury.  
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Auditee Management’s response: Agree 

 

Issue A3 – Rectification of the Annual Financial Statements  

Finding  The AFS should be prepared based on the International Public Sector 

Accounting Standards, Financial Reporting under the Cash Basis of 

Accounting, and in accordance with the MFLT Regulation no.01/2017 on 

Annual Financial Reporting of Budget Organisations.  

The Municipality prepared the AFS and submitted them to Treasury within the 

foreseen deadline of January 30th. However, during our audit of the AFS we 

found some issues and recommended the Municipality to rectify them.  

The identified issues were:  

- In the Statement of cash payments and receipts, Article 13 – sources of 

funds – receipts of €22,000 were presented from other receipts. 

According to KFMIS, the amount should have been presented as 

source of funding from borrowing: 

- In the Budget Execution Report, Article 14 – Note 12 on other revenues 

- the carried-forward revenues of €4,000 were not presented under the 

cash inflow section, outturn column. According to KFMIS, they should 

have been presented:  

- In the Budget Execution Report, Article 14 – Note 6 on capital 

investments – the initial budget of €4,153,031 was presented under the 

cash outflow section, initial budget column (by aggregating the 

capitals with the reserves). According to KFMIS, capital investments 

were €1,173,441 whilst the reserves of €2,979,590 should have been 

recorded separately under the column and note 7.   

- In Note 5 – Subsidies and Transfers – the final budget was presented 

in the amount of €400,000, whilst according to KFMIS it was €459,000.  

Having identified the errors and following our suggestions for rectification, 

the Management of the Municipality undertook actions and made the 

necessary corrections. The rectified version of the AFS was prepared and 

submitted to Treasury in time.  

This occurred due to inadequate internal controls and undue diligence of the 

staff in charge of the preparation of the AFS.  
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Impact Incomplete and untrue presentation of financial and non-financial 

information in the AFS does not give a true and fair view of the records and 

diminishes the extent the intended users could rely on.    

Recommendation A3 The Mayor should enhance controls over the preparation of the AFS 

in order to prevent the AFS of 2022 from having administrative and 

accounting errors. The Declaration made from the CAO and CFO should not 

be signed unless assurance has been obtained that complete and true 

information has been presented in the AFS.   

Auditee Management’s response: Agree 
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2.3.2 Goods and Services, and Utilities  

The final budget for Goods and Services and Utilities in 2021 was €1,996,424, of which €1,939,499 or 

97% were spent. Expenditures on goods and services related to: fuels and other heating materials, 

maintenance of facilities, other outsourcings, road maintenance, schools maintenance, IT 

maintenance, fuels for vehicle, court decisions, etc.     

Issue A4 – Payments for abroad travelling  

Law no.07/L-41 on Budget Appropriations for the Budget of the Republic of 

Kosovo, Article 13.6, stipulates that spending of public money from the 

category of Goods and Services is not permitted for paying employees, either 

in the form of allowance or as contributions in goods, including meals or gifts, 

excluding the reimbursement or allowed expenses for travels abroad, under 

the relevant legislation.   

The Municipality of Malisheva organised a four-day travel to Albania for its 

staff and paid €4,730 for the transport and accommodation. The purpose of 

this trip was recreational.  

According to the Municipality, this occurred due to lack of knowledge of the 

officers that spending of public money on such a purpose is not allowed. 

Impact Spending of funds for other purposes is not only in contradiction to the law 

on budget, but also leads to mismanagement of the public money.     

Recommendation A4 The Mayor should ensure that payments made from the Municipality’s 

budget are made to serve the public interest and in compliance with the 

budget appropriations of the respective year.    

Auditee Management’s response: Agree  

2.3.3 Capital Investments   

The final budget for capital investments was €4,113,996, of which €3,970,002 or 96.5% were spent. 

They mainly related to construction of sewerage, construction of local roads, water supply, education 

buildings, culture buildings, investment maintenance, medical equipment, payments made based on 

court decisions, etc.  
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Issue A5 – Invoice accepted prior to the commitment of funds  

Finding  Pursuant to the Regulation MF no. 01/2013 on Spending of Public Funds, 

Article 22 6, the steps for processing of payments are: Request for purchase; 

Commitment of funds; Purchase order; Report of acceptance of 

goods/service; Invoice received; Certification of documentation/Payment 

processing.  

While testing the works executed in capital projects, we found that, in ten (10) 

cases, payments of €340,768 were processed without following the required 

procedures. Thus, goods, services and invoices were received prior to the 

commitment of funds.  

These cases related to:  

- Asphalting of roads in the villages of Malisheva;  

- Reconstruction and upgrading of the primary school building in Marali 

village;  

- Rehabilitation of sewerage in the villages of Malisheva;  

- Construction of water supply system in Astrazup village; 

- Construction of public lightning in the villages and town of Malisheva; and 

- Construction of the infrastructure along the Mirusha River, bridge-to-the-

transit-road segment.  

This was due to lack of effective internal controls over the processing of 

payments by the financial officers. 

Impact Acceptance of invoices prior to commitment of funds is not only in 

contradiction to the financial rules, but may also result in the acceptance of 

more works than budgeted, thus leading to difficulties and delays in the 

processing of payments.   

Recommendation A5 The Mayor should ensure that internal controls over processing of 

payments are strengthened. Payments should be processed in line with the 

chronology of events and fully in compliance with the steps set out in the 

financial rule on spending of public funds.  

Auditee Management’s response: Agree 

2.3.4 Receivables    

The accounts receivable presented by the Municipality were €3,071,534. This amount consists of 

property tax €1,968,316, municipal fee €934,695 and unpaid rent €168,523. Compared to 2020, 

accounts receivable of 2021 have increased by €424,835, or 16%.   
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Issue B4 – Poor management of accounts receivable   

Finding  According to the Law no.06/L-005 on Immovable Property Tax, Article 26, the 

Municipality, the Ministry of Finance and the competent executive bodies 

have the authority and competencies to collect unpaid tax liabilities exceeding 

the amount of ten (€10) and Article 27 if a taxpayer or debtor has not paid in 

full the tax and fine in accordance with the deadlines, the municipality issues 

a final written notice within ten (10) business days after the last payment day, 

requesting full payment of unpaid tax liabilities, no later than ten (10) calendar 

days after the day the final notice is deemed to have been received by the 

debtor. 

The Municipality has not effectively managed the collection of accounts 

receivable. As presented above, the amount of uncollected receivables from 

property tax, business tax and rental is still quite high.  

The Municipality did not take concrete actions to collect these debts, although 

this matter was raised in the last year’s audit as well.  

According to the Municipality, the economic and social situation of the 

citizens of the municipality has led to the non-payment of property tax debts, 

whilst with regard to the businesses tax, there are many inactive businesses.  

Impact Failure to collect receivables for years makes them uncollectible and may 

result low level of own source revenues for the Municipality. 

Recommendation B4   The Mayor should ensure that the property tax receivables are collected 

according to legal requirements. With regard to receivables from business tax 

and rental, all possible options should be taken into consideration by 

establishing policies, regulations and legal acts in order to increase efficiency 

in debt collection.  

Auditee Management’s response: Agree 
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3 Summary on budget planning and execution  

We have considered the sources of budget funds, spending of funds and revenues collected by 

economic categories. This is highlighted in the following tables: 

Table 1. Expenditures by sources of budgetary funds (in €) 

Description 
Initial 

Budget  
Final Budget6 

2021 

Outturn 

2020 

Outturn 

2019 

Outturn 

Sources of Funds   14,900,757 15,851,400 15,649,843 15,757,281 13,051,960 

Government Grant -Budget  14,093,449 15,007,386 14,837,535 14,750,075 12,144,445 

Funding through borrowing  0 35,565 22,824 76,650 46,187 

Carried forward from previous year 0 0 0 263,417 122,519 

Own Source Revenues 807,308 807,308 789,484 667,139 738,809 

Domestic donations 0 508 0 0 0 

External Donations 0 632 0 0 0 

The final budget was higher than the initial budget by €950,643. The increase was as a result of: 

Government Grant by €913,938; Funding through borrowing by €35,565; and donor grants by 

€1,140. This increase was also as a result of the approval of allowances to health and essential 

services staff and firefighters and of the compensation of education workers based on court 

decisions for the fulfilment of collective sectoral contracts. 

In 2021, the Municipality spent 98.73% of the final budget, an improvement of 2% compared to 

2020. Budget implementation was at a satisfactory level and explanations for the current position 

are given in more details below: 

  

                                                      
6 Final budget – the budget approved by the Assembly and subsequently adjusted for by the Ministry of Finance 
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Table 2 – Spending of funds by economic categories - (in €)  

Description 
Initial 

Budget 

Final 

Budget  

2021 

Outturn 

2020 

Outturn 

2019 

Outturn 

Spending of funds by 

economic categories 
14,900,757 15,851,400 15,649,843 15,757,281 13,051,960 

Wages and Salaries 8,363,200 9,281,978 9,281,513 8,493,329 8,144,751 

Goods and Services  1,529,526 1,541,425 1,491,514 2,182,376 1,253,413 

Utilities 455,000 455,000 447,985 454,914 304,405 

Subsidies and Transfers 400,000 459,000 458,829 270,252 104,650 

Capital Investments  1,173,441 4,113,996 3,970,002 4,356,410 3,244,741 

Reserves  2,979,590 0 0 0 0 

Explanations for changes in budget categories are given below:  

 The final budget for Wages and Salaries increased by €918,778, or 11% compared to the 

initial budget. The budget outturn was €9,281,513 or 99.99%. This increase was as a result of: 

Government Grant by €895,938; funding through borrowing by €22,823; and donations by 

€16. This increase was also as a result of the approval of allowances to health staff and 

firefighters and of the compensation of education workers based on court decisions for the 

fulfilment of collective sectoral contracts. 

 The budget for Goods and Services and Utilities increased by €11,899 as a result of funding 

through borrowing by €12,741, donations by €158 and the budget cut of €1,000 from the 

Government Grant. By the yearend, the budget outturn was €1,491,514 or around 97%.  

 The budget for Utilities had not suffered any changes. The budget outturn was €447,985 or 

around 98%.  

 The budget for Subsidies and Transfers increased by €59,000. The budget outturn was 

€458,829, around 100%. The budget increase of €59,000 was as a result of the Government 

grant intended to compensate for damages caused by rain and floods.  

 The budget for Capital Investments increased by €2,940,555, which has initially been 

budgeted as reserves and afterwards arranged for capital projects by €2,979,590, and then 

reduced by €39,035 as a result of the removal of the project on rehabilitation of the sidewalk 

along the city part. By the end of the year, the budget outturn was €3,970,002, or 96.5%. 
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Chart 1. Expenditures by economic categories in 2021 

 

 

Revenues collected in 2021 were in the amount of €911,454 or around 113% of the planned. They 

related to: property tax, construction permit tax, certificates fee, vehicle registration, land 

redesignation fee, inheritance registration fee, co-payments (health, education), other administrative 

receipts, etc. 

Table 3. Revenues (in €) 

Description Initial budget  Final budget 
2021 

Receipts  

2020 

Receipts 

2019 

Receipts  

Total of revenues  807,308 807,308 911,454 597,329 735,245 

Tax revenues 436,484 436,484 374,471 271,768 293,319 

Non-tax revenues 370,824 370,824 533,004 325,561 441,925 

Other revenues  0 0 3,980   
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4 Progress in implementing recommendations  

Our audit report on 2020 AFS of Municipality of Malisheva has resulted in nine (9) recommendations. 

The Municipality prepared the Action Plan stating how all recommendations will be implemented, 

although the report was not discussed in the municipal assembly.  

By the end of our 2021 audit, five (5) recommendations have been implemented, four (4) were not 

addressed yet, as shown in following Chart 2. For a more thorough description of the 

recommendations and how they are addressed, see Table 4.   

Chart 2. Progress on implementation of prior year’s recommendations  
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 Table 4. Summary of prior year’s recommendations and of 2020 

No. Audit   

area 

Recommendations of 2020 Actions undertaken  Status 

1 Basis for 

Conclusion  

The Mayor should ensure that the 

necessary actions are taken for the 

approved projects to be implemented as 

planned. If there is a need for redistribution 

of project funds, this should be done 

through justification and prior approval by 

the municipal assembly based on relevant 

rules 

The situation is the 

same as the 

previous year  

Implementation 

not started   

2 Wages and 

Salaries  

The Mayor should ensure that all 

procurement procedures and steps are 

followed in engaging individual 

contractors for specific services ensuring 

that the staff engaged will be able to 

perform the required tasks. The 

management should also ensure that 

regular positions are staffed through the 

regular recruitment process 

We found no such 

shortcomings while 

testing the 

procedures     

Implemented   

3 Capital 

investments  

The Mayor should, through the 

procurement manager, ensure that 

adequate procurement procedures are 

being applied in order to obtain the best 

value for money. Requesting units should 

also conduct real needs analyses, including 

the analysis of preliminary contracts during 

the weighing process that would allow 

them to forecast the quantities to be 

supplied 

No such cases 

were identified this 

year  

Implemented  

4 Capital 

investments 

The Mayor should ensure through the 

procurement manager that all 

procurement procedures related to the 

works are not initiated without ensuring 

that an executive project is also in place. 

Proper preparations for a project by the 

requesting unit will have a direct impact on 

the drafting of clear specifications, 

eliminating both delays and additional 

costs 

We found no such 

shortcomings while 

testing the 

procedures     

Implemented 

5 Capital 

investments 

The Mayor should ensure that the 

requesting units draft the Technical 

Specifications according to the legal 

requirements and needs of the 

municipality by defining the standard of 

the quality of work or supply as well as 

ensuring that the procurement office 

strengthens their controls by not allowing 

the tender dossier to be published with 

unclear stages.  

We found no such 

shortcomings 

during the testing.  

Implemented 
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6 Assets    The Mayor should ensure that all assets are 

recorded in the asset register in order to 

reduce the risk of misuse or loss of assets. 

Also, the e-assets system should be used 

for recording assets under €1,000. 

The situation is the 

same as the 

previous year  

Implementation 

not started   

7 Assets    The Mayor should ensure that the 

inventory reports are compared with the 

asset registers and the asset registers are 

updated according to the data of the latest 

recording. The Mayor should analyse 

whether it is necessary to draft internal 

procedures and regulations on the 

management of municipal assets. 

No such cases 

were identified this 

year 

Implemented 

8 Accounts 

receivable    

The Mayor should ensure that the 

collection of accounts receivable from 

property tax is done according to legal 

requirements. With regard to business tax 

receivables, he should consider all possible 

options, setting policies and regulations to 

increase efficiency in debt collection. 

The situation is the 

same as the 

previous year  

Implementation 

not started   

9 Outstanding 

liabilities    

The Mayor should ensure that all invoices 

and financial obligations are paid within 

the statutory deadline and that work or 

supplies are done only when the 

municipality provides funds in advance or 

allocates sufficient budget funds for 

payment.  

The situation is the 

same as the 

previous year  

Implementation 

not started   

 

* This report is a translation from the Albanian original version. In case of discrepancies, Albanian 

version shall prevail. 
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Annex I: Letter of confirmation  
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Annex II: Table with auditee’s comments on the audit report   

Issue  Auditee’s Comment   NAO view   

Issue A1 - Failure 

to record non-

financial capital 

assets purchased 

during the year 

Clarification from the Municipality of Malisheva 

for the audit report, i.e. the Issue A1 raised under 

the Basis for Qualified Opinion, on which we do 

not agree, is the following: 

During 2021, which was another challenging year 

due to Covid-19 pandemic, we, the Municipality of 

Malisheva, based on the decisions of the 

Government of Kosovo, have continued to work in 

accordance with anti-Covid measures, i.e. with 

reduced essential staff. In this regard, the 

Government Decision no.01/07 dated: 18/04/2021 

on general and special measures to contain, 

prevent and fight the Covid-19 pandemic, section 

"C" [ Protection and Safety at Work], no. 7, says: 

"All pregnant employees should be released from the 

obligation to show up at work, giving them the 

opportunity to work from home". The assets officer of 

the Municipality of Malisheva, has not been 

engaged for almost the whole year of 2021 because 

of her health conditions (pregnancy). Given these 

objective reasons, we could not keep up with the 

recording of non-financial assets from Capital 

Investments within the BO. We, the Municipality, 

have engaged additional staff (with no permanent 

contract), to record the necessary information in 

the Free Balance system for non-financial assets of 

the municipality, but as of today, it has not been 

given access by the Ministry of Finance to record 

expenses in the system in question yet. 

We have kept records of non-financial assets 

purchased during 2021 in a separate Excel program 

as well as in another register to present the 

acquisitions from the capitals, which should not be 

listed as assets of the Municipality. 

The Municipality has 

provided 

clarifications 

indicating the 

circumstances that 

have led to such 

situation as found by 

the audit. However, it 

has not provided us 

with any evidence 

that proves a 

situation other than 

that ascertained by 

the audit. 

Therefore, the finding 

and recommendation 

given under the Basis 

for the Opinion 

remain the same. 
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Annex III: Explanation regarding different types of opinion 

applied by NAO and other parts of the Auditor’s Report 

Auditor’s Report on the financial statements 7 should contain a clear expression of opinion referring 

to financial statement, based on conclusions drawn from the evidence obtained during the audit. 

Where the audit is conducted to assess also conformance with legislation and other regulations the 

auditors have an additional responsibility to report on compliance with authorities8. Such opinion 

should be separated from the opinion whether financial statements are true and fair, i.e. the opinion 

may be modified with respect to compliance issue(s) but still be unmodified in reference to credibility 

of the financial statements (or vice versa). 

For the purpose of concluding whether an opinion on the financial statements is modified or 

unmodified an auditor should assure himself/herself whether audit results include or not (a) detected 

material or pervasive misstatement(s) or potential one(s) presumed in the event of a limitation of 

scope.  

A misstatement is a difference between the reported amount, classification, presentation, or 

disclosure of a financial statement item and the amount, classification, presentation, or disclosure 

that is required for the item to be in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework. 

Misstatements can arise from error or fraud. 

(Extract from ISSAI 200)  

Forms of opinion  

Unmodified opinion 

It is formulated when no misstatements or non-compliance were detected or misstatements and/or 

non-compliance were detected, a single one or aggregate, that do(es) not equal or exceed the level 

of materiality for the financial statements as a whole or (a) misstatement(s) and/or non-compliance 

detected within a certain class of transactions do(es) not equal or exceed the level of lower 

materiality established for this class of transactions. It is also formulated if there is no limitation of 

scope or a limitation of scope may not lead to omission of (a) material misstatement(s) and/or non-

compliance). 

Limitation of scope occurs when an auditor is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence 

to conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement. 

                                                      
7 Financial statements in the public sector include also the statement(s) of budget execution 
8 Compliance with authorities: compliance with laws, rules, regulations, standards, or good practices.  
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The auditor should express an unmodified opinion if it is concluded that the financial statements 

are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable financial framework. 

Modifications to the opinion in the auditor’s report   

The auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor's report if it is concluded that, based on the 

audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a whole are not free from material misstatement 

and/or non-compliance, or is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to conclude that 

the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement and/or non-compliance, the 

auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor’s report. A modified opinion may be: 

- Modified (qualified) 

- Adverse, or  

- Disclaimer 

Qualified opinion 

It is formulated when misstatement and/or non-compliance were detected, a single one or 

aggregate, that equals or exceeds the level of materiality for the financial statements as a whole or 

(a) misstatement(s) and/or non-compliance detected within a certain class of transactions equals or 

exceeds the level of lower materiality established for this class of transactions. It is also formulated 

if there is a limitation of scope that may not lead to omission of (a) material misstatement(s). 

Adverse opinion 

It is formulated when misstatement and/or non-compliance were detected, a single one or 

aggregate, that pervasively exceeds the level of materiality for the financial statements as a whole 

or (a) misstatement(s) and/or non-compliance detected within a certain class of transactions 

pervasively exceeds the level of lower materiality established for this class of transactions. 

“Pervasive is a term used, in the context of misstatements and/or non-compliance, to describe the 

effects of misstatements and/or non-compliance on the financial statements or the possible effects 

on the financial statements of misstatements and/or non-compliance, if any, that are undetected 

due to an inability to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence. Pervasive effects on the financial 

statements are those that, in the auditor’s judgment: 

a) Are not confined to specific elements, accounts or items of the financial statements 

b) If so confined, represent or could represent a substantial proportion of the financial 

statements; or 

c) In relation to disclosures, are fundamental to users’ understanding of the financial 

statements. 
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Disclaimer of opinion 

It is formulated when limitation of scope, i.e. inability to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence, 

is material and pervasive.  

Emphasis of Matter paragraphs and Other Matters paragraphs in the auditor’s report 

If the auditor considers it necessary to draw users’ attention to a matter presented or disclosed in 

the financial statements that is of such importance that it is fundamental to their understanding of 

the financial statements, but there is sufficient appropriate evidence that the matter is not materially 

misstated in the financial statements, the auditor should include an Emphasis of Matter paragraph 

in the auditor’s report. Emphasis of Matter paragraphs should only refer to information presented 

or disclosed in the financial statements. 

An Emphasis of Matter paragraph should: 

 be included immediately after the opinion; 

 use the Heading “Emphasis of Matter” or another appropriate heading; 

 include a clear reference to the matter being emphasised and indicate where the relevant 

disclosures that fully describe the matter can be found in the financial statements; and 

 indicate that the auditor’s opinion is not modified in respect of the matter emphasised.  

If the auditor considers it necessary to communicate a matter, other than those that are presented 

or disclosed in the financial statements, which, in the auditor’s judgement, is relevant to users’ 

understanding of the audit, the auditor’s responsibilities or the auditor’s report, and provided this is 

not prohibited by law or regulation, this should be done in a paragraph with the heading “Other 

Matter,” or another appropriate heading. This paragraph should appear immediately after the 

opinion and any Emphasis of Matter paragraph. 

 

 

 

 

Endnotes 

6 Asphalting of roads in the villages of Malisheva two lots: Lot 2, Asphalting of roads in the villages of Carrallukë, Turjakë 

and Burim: Invoice for the second item in the amount of €90,063 was paid with two payment orders and each with a 

different project code (€30,036 were paid from code 51267 and €60,000 were paid from code 51262). • Asphalting of roads 

in the villages of Malisheva two lots, Lot 2 Drenoc-Astrazup ”, the invoice for the third item of €78,784 was paid with two 

payment orders and each with a different project code (€51,000 were paid from code 51264 and €27,784 were paid from 

code 51259). The fourth item was paid for the same project in the amount of €43,245 from code 51268. • "Asphalting of 

roads in the villages of Malisheva two lots: Lot 1: Terpezë, Lladrovc and Banja, Lot 2 Drenoc and Astrazup". For the second 
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item, an invoice was received in the amount of €72,270. This invoice was paid with two separate payment orders and from 

two different project codes (€21,962 were paid from code 51263 and €50,308 were paid from code 51270). • “Construction 

of water supply in the village of Astrazup”, the last payment for 10% of the contract was not paid from its own project 

code, instead it was paid from code 51275 in the amount of €20,781. • "Asphalting of roads in the villages: Bellanicë, 

Ngucat, Senik, Temeqinë". The first item was paid in the amount of €43,096 from the project code 51260, whilst €58,773 

of the second item were paid from four different purchase orders: €19,000 from code 51264, €18,000 from code 51262, 

€11,796 from code 51265, and €9,977 from code 51261. • “Construction of a cobblestone road in the village of Dragobil 

(cemetery of graduates F.SH Dragobil) and Imer Krasniqi street in Malisheva”. The first item of €44,178 was paid from code 

51256, whilst the second item of €15,628 was paid from code 51252. • "Construction of sewerages in the villages of the 

Municipality of Malisheva, Lot 2: Cerrallukë, Vërmicë, Drenoc, Lazica, Mleqan, Bubavec, Balincë, Kijevë, Ploqicë, Stapanicë", 

the third item of €11,485 was paid by code 51239, whilst, the last payment 10%,  €14,690, was made from code 51242 • 

"Construction of sewerages in the villages of the municipality of Malisheva, Lot 1: Banja, Bellanica, Senik, Temeqina, Ngucat, 

Bardhë, Lladroc, Terpezë, Sharashnik and the new village", the second item  of €15,131 was paid from code 51240, whilst 

the payment of €9,838 of the third item was made from the code 51242.  

7 Payment for the asphalting of roads in the villages of Malisheva two lots, in the amount of €43,245, the invoice was 

received on 03.09.2021 while the funds were committed on 06.09.2021 and the payment was executed on 08.09.2021. • 

Payment for asphalting roads in the villages of Malisheva two lots: Lot 2 Carrallukë, Turjakë and Burim in the amount of 

€60,000, the invoice was received on 03.08.2021, while the funds were committed on 05.08.2021 and the payment was 

executed on 06.08.2021. • Payment for the reconstruction and upgrading of the primary school building in the village of 

Marali, in the amount of €22,242, the invoice was received on 23.07.2021, while the funds were committed on 26.07.2021 

and the payment was executed on 29.07.2021. • Payment for asphalting roads in the villages of Malisheva two lots: Lot 1 

and Lot 2 (first item), in the amount of €48,789, the invoice was received on 29.06.2021, while the funds were committed 

on 07.07.2021 and the payment was executed on 08.07.2021 • Payment for the asphalting of roads in the villages of 

Malisheva two lots: Lot 1 and Lot 2 (second item), in the amount of €50,308, the invoice was received on 20.08.2021, while 

while the funds were committed on 26.08.2021 and the payment was executed on 30.08.2021 • Payment for the repair of 

sewage in the villages of Malisheva, in the amount of €19,244, the invoice was received on 08.06.2021, while the funds 

were committed on 12.07.2021 and the payment was executed on 13.07. 2021. • Payment for the construction of the water 

supply system in the village of Astrazup in the Municipality of Malisheva (third item), in the amount of €25,843, the invoice 

was received on 20.05.2021, while the funds were committed on 24.05.2021 and the payment was executed on 31.05 .2021. 

• Payment for the construction of public lighting in the villages and town of Malisheva, in the amount of €9,429, the invoice 

was received on 16.02.2021, while the funds were committed on 09.03.2021 and the payment was executed on 11.03.2021. 

• Payment for asphalting roads in the villages of Malisheva in two lots: Lot 1, in the amount of €15,124, the invoice was 

received on 13.12.2021, while the funds were committed on 20.12.2021 and the payment was executed on 21.12.2021. • 

Payment for the construction of infrastructure along the Mirusha River-segment from the bridge in the centre to transit, 

in the amount of €46,544, the invoice was received on 06.10.2021, while the funds were committed on 07.10.2021 and the 

payment was executed on 12.10. 2021. 

 


